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PRECISE SPECTRAL ASYMPTOTICS 
FOR PERTURBED MAGNETIC SCHRiiDINGER OPERATOR 
By S. I. BOYARCHENKO (‘) and S. 2. LEVENDORSKIi (2) 
Introduction 
Consider a Schrodinger operator 
Ho = (iv + A(z))*(iV -t A(z)) : Cr(Rn) -+ L2(Rn), 
with a magnetic potential A such that the magnetic tensor 
is constant, and rankB = n; the last condition implies n = 2d even. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 
A&) = ; 2 bc+nc; 
k=l 
Ii0 is essentially self-adjoint (see e.g.[2]), and we denote by H its closure. 
Let bl 5 ... 5 bd be positive eigenvalues of a matrix iB, counted with their 
multiplicities. Given a tuple of positive integers, consider a number 
. 
d 
C( 2nj - l)b,, 
j=l 
and rearrange all the numbers of this form in a non-decreasing sequence At _< A, 5 . . ., 
each number counted with its multiplicity. In the physical literature, hj are called Landau 
levels. 
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It is well-known that 
j=l 
where a(H) stands for the spectrum of H, and aFSS(H)- for the essential one. 
Let V be an electric potential decaying at infinity; then a “multiplier by V” operator 
(which we also denote by V) is relatively compact with respect’to H, therefore 
1) o&H + V) = n,,,,(Hj and 
2) for any t > 0 and E E p(H) f? R, a subspace of solutions to the equation 
(H f tV)u = Eu 
is finite-dimensional (we use a standard notation p(H) = C - a(H)). 
Consider the following functions: 
I. N((a, b); H + V), the number of eigenvalues of H + V on an interval (u, b), counted 
with their multiplicities, where (a,b) c (A,-,,&), in two cases: a = E is fixed and 
b = A, - v + A, - 0, and b = E is fixed and u = RkP1 + u -+ Ak-i + 0. 
II. Nh(t; H - E; V), the number of eigenvalue branches of a family H ‘T: pV with 
0 < p < t which cross an energy level E E (A,-,, Ak), as t -+ co; here we assume 
that V 2 0. 
In [14], sharp results for I were obtained in the case r~ = 2, and in [13], 1221, [23], [ 181 
the case of an odd n was considered when there is no gaps in the essential spectrum, so one 
studies the asymptotics of a series accumulating to a lower bound of the essential spectrum. 
For a general even 12, the principal term of the asymptotics of N( (Ak- 1 + V, E) , H + V) and 
N((E,Arc - Y); H + V) was computed in [18], and of N+(t; H - E; V) - in [6], [19]; 
for similar problems for Schrijdinger operators with perturbed periodic electric potential, 
see [ 11, [4], [5], [lo], [20] and the bibliography therein. 
We consider N- (t; H-E; V) and the functions in I and obtain asymptotic formulas with 
remainder estimates which are sharp provided V does not change sign and is sufficiently 
regular; note that in the corresponding asymptotic formulas we have to use symbols which 
slightly differ from the ones used in [18], [19] (the principal symbols remain the same but 
the subprincipal ones change). For the functions in I, under additional conditions of global 
character, the next term of the asymptotics is obtained. 
To be more precise, we reduce our problems to spectral problems for pseudodifferential 
operators (pdo) in R”, and then apply well-known results for the latter. The reductions 
are fairly accurate in the sense that the known remainder estimates survive (for globally 
elliptic operators, one can use e.g. [ 81, [9], [ 121, [ 171, and for pdo of negative order whose 
symbols degenerate or change sign - [ 151, [ 161); for the functions in I, the formulas with 
the next’ term of the asymptotics [8], [12], [17] survive. 
Note that the reduction procedures here differ from those in [18], [19]; the latter 
inevitably yield errors which spoil sharp remainder estimates. 
The technique of this paper could be applied to N+(t; H - E; V) as well, but a 
remainder estimate would be far from sharp. 
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The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we list necessary variational lemmas, 
some results of the Weyl-Hiirmander calculus of pdo, and some results on spectral 
asymptotics for pdo in R”, in Section 2 we recall a well-known diagonalization procedure 
for H and prove some related results, in Section 3 we compute the asymptotics of a series 
of eigenvalues accumulating to a point of oess(H), and in Sections 4 and 5 we consider 
N-(t; H - E; V) - first the case of positive V, and then of non-negative V. 
1. Auxiliary results 
1.1. Some variational lemmas 
We shall need the following definition and lemmas. 
Let A be a quadratic form in H the Hilbert space, with the domain D(A), and let 
V c D(A) be a subspace. We assume that A is closable and semibounded from below. 
We set 
N(&A,V) = sup{dimL 1 L c V, A[u] < X I( u I&, V(0 #)u E L}. 
For A an operator in H and A[u] = (Au,w)rr,D(A) = D(A), write N(x,A,V) instead 
of n/(X, A, V). 
For A, a self-adjoint operator semibounded from below, set N(X; A) = dim PC-,,x,(A), 
where ++)(A) is a spectral projection of A. 
The following Lemmas are well-known and widely used; for proofs, see e.g. [7], [16]. 
LEMMA 1.1. - Let A be a self-adjoint operator semibounded from below, with the domain 
D(A). 
Then N(X; A) = N(X; A; D(A)). 
LEMMA 1.2. - N( X; A; V) is independent of V provided V is a core of the form A. 
LEMMA 1.3. - Zf A[u] 5 A,[u], Vu E V, then 
h/(X; A,; V) 5 N(x; A; V). 
LEMMA 1.4. - Zf V C VI, then 
N-(X; A; V) 5 N(X; A;V,). 
LEMMA 1.5. - Let H, be a Hilbert space, A, a quadratic form in H,,V, c D(A,) a 
subspace (s = 0, 1, . . . , r), let 
1: $ v, -tv(J 
l<S<T 
be an isomorphism, and 
&[+I,. . . ~-41 = ~As[us]. 
s=l 
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Then 
LEMMA 1.6. - Let V be a core of A, and let VI c V be a subspace of codimension m, then 
N(X; A; V,) _< ti(X; A; V) < N-(x; A: V,) + m,. 
1.2. Some definitions and theorems of the Weyl-Hiirmander calculus of pseudo- 
differential operators [ll] 
Let c be the standard symplectic form on RF = Ri x RT. 
A metric g on R “I is called a-temperate if and only if there exist C, c > 0 such that: 
a) gx (X - Y) < c implies gy < Cgs ; 
b) gr*(.) I Cgx(.)(l + g$(X - Y))“, V’x,Y. 
Here 
One also requires 
A function p : R2” --t R+ is called c’, g-temperate if and only if there exist C, c > 0 such 
that 
a) sx(X - Y) 5 c implies p(X) 5 Q(Y); 
b) p(X) I @(Y)(l + g$(X - Y))? V’x,Y. 
A function a E Cm(R2n) is said to belong to S(p;g), if and only if for any k, 
nk(u;p;g) := sup sup I(d”a)(X;Y1,. . :Yk)Ip(x)-1gs(Y,)-1’2.. .gs(Y$1’2 < 33, 
s I;#0 
where &a is k-th differential. 
S(p; g) is a Frechet space with nk(.; p; g) as seminorms. 
Given a E S(p; g), one can define a pseudodifferential operator a, with the Weyl 
symbol u as follows: 
(u,,u)(:c) = (27r)-” s,,, d( /in &/exP{q:c - y,‘t)}4(z + Yvb24Y). 
(L,, act continuously in S(Rn) and admits a unique continuous extention to an operator in 
S’(Rn) which is also denoted by n,,. One writes a, E L(y;g). 
The main theorems of the calculus of pdo are the following Lz-boundedness theorem 
and the composition theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.7. - The operator a, E L(l; g) maps Lz(R”) into itselj and there exist C, N, 
which depend only on n and the constants characterizing p and g but not on a, such that 
II aw II L2+L2 5 c p?; nk(a; Pi 9). 
- 
THEOREM 1.8. - Let a, E L(p; g) and b, E L(q; g). Then a,.b, E L(pq; g), andfor any 
N its symbol c admits a decomposition 
where TN E L(pqhN;g), and a map 
s(P; 9) X Sk; 9) 3 (a, b) ++ TN E S(PClhN; 9) 
is bounded. 
Here D = -ii). 
We shall also need the following special description of TN, which can easily be extracted 
from the proof in [ll]: 
Let e(Y) = lY12 and Pa E L(pN;g), D” E L(qN;g) for all la( > N. 
Then the following map is bounded: 
(‘%N;g) x “’ x S(pN;g)) x (S(qN;g) x “’ x S(qN; 9)) 
3 ((D”&l=N> (D*b)jol=N) - TN E S(PNqN;g). 
1.3. Spectral asymptotics for pdo in R” 
The following theorem is a special case of general theorems of [ 151 and [ 16, Chapter 21. 
THEOREM 1.9. - Let a o-temperate metric g sati& with some C and F > 0 
h(X) _< c(x)-‘, 
where (X) = (1 + 1x1 ) 2 If2 let p be a o, g - temperate function decaying at injinity: , 
p(X)-+0 as(Xl--+cc, 
and let a = u* E S(p; g) @ EndC’. 
Then a) if 7’ = 1 then for any 6 E (0,2/3), there exists Cl, C2 such that 
JN((t-‘, +ca); a,) - (27r-” meas{X E R2” ) 1 5 ta(X)}l 
I Clmeas{X E R2” 1 11 - ta(X)l < C2h(X)“(1 + tp(X))} + Cl; 
b) ifr > 1, then for any S E (0,1/3) there exist constants C,, j = 1,. . . ,4, such that 
N((t-‘, +co); a,) - (27r)-” 2 meas(X E R2” ( 1 < tAj(X)} 
j=l 
5 Cl c meas{X E R2” ) (1 - t&(X)\ 5 C2h(X)“(l+ tp(X))) 
j=l 
+ c3 
s 
h(X)&dX, 
l<GQJ(W 
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where Aj,j = 1,. . , , r, are the eigenvalues of a; 
c) if T > 1 but a admits a representation 
where al E L(pq;g) and q decays at injinity, then for any S E (0,2/3) there exist 
Cl, C2 such that 
JN((t-‘, +a); a,) - (27r)-n 2 meas{X E R2” ) 1 5 tp~j(X)}I 
.;=1 
L ClC meas{X E R2” 1 11 - &(X)1 
j=l 
5 C2h(Xy(l + ip(X)) + C,tp(X)q(X)} + Cl. 
Note that part b) of Theorem I .9 doesn’t require any condition on the behaviour of 
eigenvalues of the symbol. 
Theorem 1.9 provides principal terms of the asymptotics of the counting functions of 
positive and negative eigenvalues, with a remainder estimate, for wide classes of pdo of 
negative order. Here is one of possible corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1.10. - Let gx(Y) = gP,s(Y) = (X)-2P\Y12, where p E (O,l], let a 
0, g-temperate function p satisfj 
(1) c(X) - 2m1p 5 p(X) 5 C(X)+, 
where c, m > 0, let a = a* E S(p; g) @ EndC’ admit a representation 
a = [c~jbl&~ + al, 
where al E S(phS; g) 8 EndC’, s > 0, and let there exist C, c > 0 such that 
(2) a(X) 2 cp(X), VlX( L C. 
In addition, let 
F(t) := (27r)-n 2 meas{X ( 1 < @j(X)} 
j=l 
satisfy a Tauberian condition 
F(t f tlww) = F(t)(l + O(tWP)), as t -+ co, 
for any p E (0,2/m). 
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Then for any S E (0,2/3) 
(3) N((t-l, +co); a,) = F@)(l + O(t-“‘“{*+}/“‘)). 
General theorems of [15] and [16, Chapter 21 also yield the following result for pdo 
with symbols increasing at infinity. 
THEOREM 1.11. - Let g be a o-temperate metric, let p be a (T, g-temperate function, and 
let there exist c, C, t > 0 such that 
h(X) I c(x)-‘, P(X) 2 c(X)‘. 
Let a = (L* E S(p; g) @ EndC’ satisfy 
4x1 L CP(W, ford 1x1 L C, 
where C, c > 0. 
Then the closure ofa, : S(R”; CT) --f L,(R”; C’), call it A, is an operator semibounded 
from below, with discrete spectrum, and N(t; A) obeys the following estimates, as t + +oo: 
a) if T = 1 then for any S E (0,2/3), there exist C, Cl such that 
IN(t; A) - (an)-, meas{X E R2” la(X) < t}l 
5 Clmeas{X E R2” ) Jt - a(X) ) _< C&(X)‘(t +p(X))} + Cl; 
b) if r > 1 then for any 6 E (0,1/3), there exist Cj, j = 0, . . . ,4 such that 
IN(t; A) - (%r)-” 2 meas{X E R2” IX,(X) < t}l 
j=l 
5 cl c meas{X E R2” ) Jt - a(X) ) 5 C,h(X)‘(t + P(X)>) 
j=l 
+c3 
J 
h(X)%X, 
t<GP(w 
where Xj,j = l,... ,r, are the eigenvalues of a; 
c) if r > 1 but a admits a decomposition 
a = [clj&~]&~ + al, 
where al E L(pq; g) and q decays at injinity then for any 6 E (0,2/3) there exist Cl, C2 
such that 
jN(t; A) - (27r)-” c meas{X E R2” I&(X) < t}l 
j=l 
5 cl 2 IWS(X E R2” I (t - a(X) 1 5 Gh(X)‘(t + P(X))) + Cl. 
j=l 
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Theorem 1.11 provides principal terms of the asymptotics of the counting function of 
the spectrum, with remainder estimates, for wide classes of pdo in R”, but it never gives 
sharp remainder estimates. 
For globally elliptic operators, the sharp remainder estimate was obtained in 191, [SJ, 
[12], [17]; under additional conditions the next term of the asymptotics was obtained as 
well [S], [12], [17]. 
We list here only a special case of results of 181, 191, [ 121, [17]. 
THEOREM 1.12. - Let m > 0, and let a, = a* E Cm(Rz7’) @ EndC? admit an asymptotic 
expansion 
a(X) = urn(X) + a,,,-l(X) + a,-2(X) + (L(X), as (X( -+ co, 
where aj E C” ( R2” \ 0) is positively homogeneous of degree j( = rn! m - 1. UL - 2), u,,, is 
positively definite, and 6 obeys an estimate 
with 6 > 0. 
Then a) as t -+ 30, 
(4) N(t; A) = (2+‘L k meas{X E R2” ( IX] < 1, X,(X) < t} + 0(t2(“-‘)““), 
j=l 
where X,i are the eigenvalues of a0 := a, + (L,-~ ; 
b) if the Hamiltonian Jzows associated with Xj obey certain non-periodic@ conditions 
of PI, [W, /171, then 
(5) N(t; A) =(L’x)-‘~ 2 meas{X E R2” I 1x1 < I! Xj(X) < t} 
,j=l 
+ Cl(G,L~ urr-1, %-2)t 
2(12--1)/m + o(t2(“-1)/““), 
where q(a,,, am-l, ~-2) depends only on am, a,-1, alrL--2. 
For formula for cl, see [8], [12], [17]. 
Note that the principal term of the asymptotics in (4) and (5) is of order t2n’m. 
1.4. 
In some cases, results for globally elliptic operators allow one to improve an estimate (3). 
Here is an example. 
Let rr~ > 0, and let a = a* E Cm(R2n) @ EndC’ admit an asymptotic expansion 
(6) 4X) = a-m(X) + a-,,-l(X) + a-?+-2 + ii(X), as IX] -+ 00, 
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where aj E C”(R*“) @ EndC’ are positively homogeneous of degree ,i(= -m, -m - 1, 
-m - 2), a-, is positively definite, and 6 obeys an estimate 
(7) p%(X)l 5 Ca(X)-7n-2--F-‘a’, v a, 
where c > 0. 
Set 
I 
qm = a:;, 
q,-1 = -aZ;a-,-la& 
-1 qrn-* =a:~a-,-laI&a-,-ia7~ - a-,a-,,-2aI~ 
- is-b, C {(Dza-,)aZ~(D~a-,) 
la/=1 
and denote by Xj the eigenvalues of qm + qTn-l. 
THEOREM 1.13. - Let (6) and (7) hold. Then as t -+ co, 
(9) N((t-l, +a); a,) 
= (27r--7L c meas{X E R*” 1 (XJ 1 1, Xi(X) < t} + O(t2(“-1)‘“) 
l<j<r -- 
and if the Hamiltonian flows associated with Xj obey certain non-periodicity condition then 
(10) W(t-l, +m); %J> 
= (2x)-% c meas{X E R*” ( 1x1 2 l! Xj(X) < t} 
l<j<r 
+ C1(QWL, qm-1, qm-#+l)‘” + o(t2(“-1)‘““). 
Proof. - Due to (6), (7) (and a condition a-, > 0) a, is a symmetric globally elliptic 
pdo, hence its eigenfunctions belong to S(R”; C’). Since a-,, > 0, a, can be represented 
in a form A1(I+T) where Al is invertible pdo and T is a pdo with the symbol of the class 
S(R*“; EndC’). Hence, there exist only a finite number of non-positive eigenvalues, the 
corresponding eigenspaces being finite-dimensional. Let P = PC-,,ol(a,) be a spectral 
projection of a,. Then a,, + P admits an asymptotic expansion (6), (7) with the same 
a-,, a-,-l, a+,+2 (only zl changes), and formulas (9), (10) for a, + P yield the same 
formulas for a,. 
By construction, a, + P is invertible, and its inverse, call it Q, is a pdo [2]. Using 
the composition theorem, one easily shows that the Weyl symbol of Q, call it q, admits 
an asymptotic expansion 
where qj are given by (8) and @ admits estimates 
p”ij(x)l 5 Ca(X)m-*-e-‘a’, t/a. 
Theorem 1.12 applied to Q gives for N(t; Q) formulas (9), (lo), and it remains to note 
that N(t; Q) = N((t-l, +oc); A + P). 
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2. A diagonalization of HO and related results 
2.1. 
From now on, we denote points of R” = R2” by X = (3:. y), and later, when R”” will 
be identified with T*Rd, by X = (CC,<). 
It is well-known that for a given uniform magnetic potential A, there are rectangular 
coordinates (z, y) in R” = R2d such that 
HO = kf(“zj - bjYj/2)2 + (Dy, + bjXj/2))“} 
j=l 
Change variables xj H bJ112xj, yj H b,“‘yj; we obtain 
Ho = 2 bf/2{(Dz2 - Yj/2)2 + (q4, + q/2))2}. 
j=l 
A potential V should be replaced by 
vb(x,Y) :=V(b, 112 xl,..., d b- 1/2xd. b,1/2 , Yl,..‘, b;1’2yd); 
to simplify the notation we continue to write V not V,. 
Let (<, q) be the coordinates dual to (2, y). Then operators DzJ - yj/2 and 
DyJ +xj/2 have symbols & - yj/2 and Q + xj/2, respectively. Define a linear symplectic 
transformation T : R$, x RF”: --+ Rz$ x Rzt by 
T(x) = 2 - q, T(Y) = Y - E, T(J) = (Y + W4 T(v) = (x + 7-/W, 
and let U be the corresponding unitary operator. Since T([ - y/2) = ( and T(q+x/2) = x, 
U establishes a unitary equivalence 
where 3-1 is the closure of an operator 
T-lo = 5 bj(-A,, + xj), 
j=l 
[ 11, Theorem 4.31. Define a Riemannian metric gT on R$ $ RifV and a function (IT by 
9T;z,y&7JX’, Y’; I’, d) = lx’12 + IY’12 + lE’12 + ld12- 
qT(x, Y; I, rl) = (1 + (xi2 + t<(2)1’2; 
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gT is o-temperate and qT is (T, gT-temperate. Evidently, ‘&, @ I E L(qT; gT), and its 
symbol ha satisfies ho + 1 > cqT for some c > 0. Therefore, a characterization theorem 
of pdo, due to Beals [3], ensures 
uniformly in X belonging to a compact subset of the resolvent set. Hence, Theorem 4.3 
of [ll] gives 
(H - x)-l E L(q-l; g) c L(1; g), 
where 
Sw;E&‘, Y’i E’, rl’) = WI2 + IY’12 + ICI2 + W12> 
4h Y; E, rl) = 1 + &E, - Yj/2J2 + (rlj + 44”), 
j=l 
also uniformly in X belonging to a compact subset of p(H). 
Take E, El E R n p(H) and construct a smooth contour I? c p(H) passing through 
E and El. The above considerations show that a spectral projection 
f?E,E,)W) = & 
s 
(A - H)-ldX 
I- 
is of the class L(l;g). In particular, for E E R n p(H), PC-,,E)(H) E L(l;g). 
2.2. 
Let p E (0, l] and let functions f : R” -t R+ and V : R” -+ R satisfy the following 
conditions: 
there exist c, C > 0 such that 
(11) f(X)f(Y)-l 5 C if IX - YJ 5 c(X)~; 
there exist Ci > 0, C, ml, m such that 
02) 
for each Ic, 
c,(x)-“’ 5 f(X) 5 C(X)-“; 
(13) Gk(V; f; p) := ,“lllkSll~ I(~“v>(x)lf(x)-‘(x)~‘~’ < WJ. 
01 
We write V E .Fp(f). 
Define a metric gp and a function f” on RitV by 
Sp,Y(W = PT2vl12> f”(Y) = fhY)1 
(here Y = (y, 11)). One easily checks that g,, is o-temperate and f is G‘, g,-temperate. 
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2.3. 
Choose an orthonormal basis {SLj)J>1 in Lz(R!) such that 
?i@j = AjU, ) 
and uj(z) = exp(-1z12/2) h UQ, w ere UO~ are polynomials with real coefficients, and define 
,Jj : S(Ri) + S(Rf X Rt) 
by (J~~(x>Y) = uj(xM~). 
THEOREM 2.1. - Let V E ,F‘,(f). Then for any j, 2 2 1, 
V,l := .J;UVU* JI E L(f; gp) 
and its Weyl symbol, denote it vjl, admits a decomposition: for any N, 
(14) ‘ujz(Y,d = c wjZ,a/3(Y, rl) + rjZ,N(Y, rl), 
l~I+II<~-l 
where T~Z,N E S(,f$-PN;gp), ii/(Y) = (Y), 
(15) 
and the constants 
wjZ,cxyP(Y> rl) = cjZ,apVa’P(-77, Y), 
V”J(x, ,o = (ap;v)(x, <), 
cjz,afl =(27r)-‘(c~!/J!)-~/ dzdz’dlexp{i([,z - z’)} 
R”d 
x Uj(X)U~(X’)((X + X’)/2)a(-<)” 
are independent of V; in addition, 
(17) cjz.00 = &z. 
Proof. - Let V E S(Rn). Then V := UVU* : S(R”) + S(Rn) acts as follows 
(VU)(X, 7~) =(a~)-, jRdd dx’dy’d@vexp{i[(E, x - 2’) + (7, Y - Y’)l> 
x V((x + d)/2 - 77, (y + Y’)/2 - r>+c Y’L 
(see [21], [l l]), therefore Vjl is a pdo on R$ with the Weyl symbol 
Ujz(Y, rl) =Gwd s dxdx’d<exp{i(<7x - x’)}u~(x)u~(x’) R3d 
x V((x + s’)/2 - ‘rl, y - E). 
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Applying the Taylor formula to V at (-n, g), we obtain (14)-( 17), where rjl,~ satisfies 
estimates 
(18) 
where C, kr depend on rh, f, k but not on V. 
For a given V E F,,(f), one easily constructs a sequence {V”} c S(Rn) with the 
properties 
{V”} is bounded in FP(f), 
Uj;u + Ujlu in S(Rd), for any u E s(Rd); 
therefore (18) yields (14)-(17) for any V E Fp(f). 
REMARK 2.1. - For N = 1 and p = 1, (14) was proved in [18]. 
3. Asymptotics of N((E, hk - Y); H + V) and of N((hl;-l + v, E); H + V) 
3.1. 
Set K(X) = (X), and let V satisfy (13) with f = K-“, m > 0, p = 1, and let 
E E (A&r,&). Since E E p(H) and o,,,(H + V) = aess(H) = o(H), we may assume 
without loss of generality that E E p(H + V) as well (if it does not we can change it; this 
results in an additional term 0( 1) in the asymptotic formulas). 
We have 
(1% N((E, A/t - ~4; H + V) 
=N((O,hl,-v-E);H+V-E) 
= N(((& - v - E)-‘, +co); (H -t V - E)-‘) 
= N(0; (hk - E - v)-’ - (H + V - E)-l). 
Choose N such that Nm 2 2m + 2 and represent (H + V - E)-l in the form 
(20) (H + V - E)-’ = (I + (H - E)-lV)-l(H - E)-’ 
N-l 
= c(-(H - E)-lV)j 
{ j=o 
+ (I + (H - E)-lV)-l(-(H - E)-lV)N 
1 
(H - E)-’ 
= (H - E)-’ - (H - E)-‘(VN + RN)(H - E)-‘, 
where 
N-2 
v, = v z(-(H - E)-lV)j, 
j=o 
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and 
RN = V(-(H - E)-lV)“-l(H + V - E)-l(H - E). 
Let g(.) = 1. I2 be a metric on R2”, and put K1(x,y;J,n) = (l+(~]~+(y1~)~/~. We have 
V E L(K,“;g), (II - E)*l E L(y*‘l;g), and (H + V - E)-’ E L(q-l;!j). 
hence the composition theorem gives 
(21) V(-(H - iq-V)j E L(K;“(j+l); g), 
(22) RN E L(KcmN;g) c L(Kc2”-2;g). 
3.2. 
Set PI = P{A~)(H), PZ = I - PI, Cj = Pj(L2(Rn)), and for C E R, set 
F(C; v; H + V) = N(0; (hk - v - q-l - (Ah - E)-l 
+ (AI, - E)-lV$(Ak - E)-’ + CK-2m-2; ,c,). 
LEMMA 3.1. - There exist C, Cl > 0 such that 
(23) JYc;~~~+v) <~((~,hl,-wf+V) gJ(-C;v;H+V)+C,. 
Proof. - For u E L2 (R”), put uj = Pp. Using (13) and a remark after Theorem 1.8, 
we obtain [PI, V] E L(K[“-l;g), therefore PlVP2, P2VPl E L(K,“-l;g). 
Now we want to show that for j 2 1, 
P,V(-(H - E)-l)‘Pl - V,(-(A, - E)-‘Vl)j E L(K,2”-2;g), 
where Vl = PIVPl. The difference in question can be represented as a sum of products 
each having at least one factor Pz VP1 and one factor Pl VP,, the others belonging to 
L(l; g), hence the inclusion follows from the ones just obtained and the composition 
theorem. 
Using (20)-(22) and all these inclusions, we obtain: 
(24) ((H + V - E)-‘u, u) 
= ((P2(H - IX-1 - (H - J!yTl(H - Jy1)U2,U4 
+ ((P,(H - q-l - P,(H - EyV;(H - E)-lPl)ul,u,) 
+ ((H - E)-lT2(H - I?-l Ul, ua) + ((H - iyT,(H - E)%, u), 
where 
Tl E L(K,“;g), T2 E L(K,“-l;g), Ts E L(K;2”“-2;g) 
and 
N-2 
V; := V1 c(-(Ak - E)-‘V’)j, V1 = PlVP,. 
j=o 
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The composition theorem gives T2Km+’ E L( 1; g), hence it is an operator bounded in 
Lz(R”), and for any E > 0, 
(25) I(T2~1,u2)l I c 11 u2 II II K-m-h 115 6 11 1~~ 112 +c, II K-m-h II2 
Similarly, 
(26) I(T&U)I 5 C1(K-2”-2U,U). 
For C 2 1, define 
K&T, y;<, 7)) = (1 + )C%j2 + Jc-ly12p2. 
Clearly, 
ID,“,,K, 29 < C&--IdK;2m-2-ia~, v a, 
where C, are independent of C, therefore 
CPlK,2”-2P2, CP2K;2m-2P~ E L(K,2”-2;g), 
uniformly in C 2 1 and similarly to (26), for 1 # j, 
(27) CI(PX,- 2m-2Pj~, u)I 5 cY~(K;~“+‘zL, u), 
with CZ independent of C 2 1. 
Using (24)-(27), we obtain: 
(28) ( - (H + v - E)-lu, u) 
= c (Pi(-(H + V - E)-’ - C1’2(H - E)-1K,-2”-2(H - E)-l)Plu, u) 
j,l=1,2 
+ C1’2((H - E)-1K;2m-2(H - E)-‘u, u} 
1 ((-P,(H - E)-l - EP2(H - E)y 
- P,(H - E)-1C3K-2”(H - E)-1P2)~2,~2) 
+ ((-(Ale - E)-’ + (hk - E)-%-&lk - E)-’ - CcK;2m-2)ul,~1) 
+ ((H - J!~-~(-C~K;~~-~ + C1’2K;2”-2)(H - E)-lu,u), 
with Cj independent of C 1 1. Take C > Ci; then the last term in (28) is non-negative 
and may be dropped, Therefore, 
(29) (((A, - v - q-l - (H + v - E)-l)u, u) 
1 (((A, - v - E)-’ - P2(H - E)-l - tP,(H - E)-2 
- P2(H - E)-1C3K-2”(H - E)-lP2)u2, u2) 
+ (((Arc - v - E)-’ - (Arc - E)-’ 
+ (A/c - E)-lVj(A~ - E)-’ - C1,EK;2m-2)~1,~1). 
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Similarly, using (24) and (26), we obtain: 
(30) (((Ak - II- E)-’ - (a + v - l!y)UlJL1) 
5 (((A, - I/- E)-1 - (A, - E)-’ 
+ (hk - E)-‘Vh(A, - IS-’ + C4K-2n~-2)u11~u1). 
We apply Lemmas 1.3-1.5 to (29) and Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4 to (30), and obtain 
(31) A-(0; (A, - v - E)-1 - (Rk: - E)-l 
+ (RI, - E)-lV;(Ak - E)-’ + CsK-2m-2; L,) 
F N((E, Ak - II); H + V) 
_< Jqo; (A, - I/- Is-l - P*(H - E)-l - tP*(H - q-2 
- P,(H - E)-1C3K-2’“(H - E)+‘,; L2(Rn)) 
+N(O; (A, - u - E)-’ - (Ak - E)-’ 
+ (hk. - E)-ly;(Ak - E)-’ - C1,eK-27n--; L,). 
We know that Kh2”(H - E)-’ is compact in L,(R”) (see e.g. [2]) and P2, (H - E)-’ 
are bounded; hence P,(H - E)-1C3K-2”(H - E)-‘P2 is compact. Further, 
-P,(H - E)-’ 2 -(AkSr - E)-’ > -(hk - E)-’ > -(A, - /,/ - E)-’ 
and 
-FP~(H - IS-* > --E(A~+~ - E)-’ -+ 0 as F ---t 0, 
therefore there exists c > 0 such that if F E (0, c), then 
(Ak - v - E)-l - P*(H - g-l - fP2(H - q-2 2 [;I. 
Hence the first term in the right-hand side in (31) is uniformly bounded with respect to II. 
Thus, Lemma 3.1 has been proved. 
3.3. 
Let U and Jl be as in Section 2, and let ul, . . , rhCLh, be an orthonormal basis in Ran 
Pi,, (X0). Define an isometry U” J” : Lp(Rd; CF) --+ Cl by 
and set 
V1 = (Jk)*UVU*.Jk, K: = (cJ”)*UKU*JI’“, 
N-2 
V; = V1 x(-(12, - E)-lV1)j. 
j=O 
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Clearly, 
F(C; 11; H + V) =N(O; (Al, - v - E)-’ - (hk - E)-’ 
+ (RI, - E)-lU;(Rk - E)-’ + CK-2”“-2; L2(Rd; CF)). 
By Theorem 2.1, 
v1 E -qv?g1), KF2-2 E L($-2-2;gl)r 
where 
~(z,~) = (1 + lx12 + IE12)1’2, 91,x(.> = $v-“I . 12. 
Construct a polynomial 
T(X) = (Ak - E)1’2 + ulx + . . . + u~+?~, 
with real coefficients, such that 
(32) ~-(z)~(Ak - E + z)-’ = 1 mod x*‘. 
Since n(V) - (A, - E)li2 is a compact operator, we have dim ker T(V’) < cc, and 
Lemma 1.6 provides an estimate: 
F(C; v; H + V) = nl(0; ~(V1)2(Ak - E - ZI)-’ 
- +‘){(A,, - E)-’ - (Ak - E)-%‘;(Al, - E)-’ 
+ (3x-2”-2 }r(V’); L,(Rd; Cpk)) + U(1). 
Due to (32), 
~(V’){(hl, - E)-’ - (Al, - E)-lVj,,(R~ - E)-’ + CK-2’“-2}n(V1) = I + T,, 
and 
TV = AI, - E + V1 + T2, 
where Tj E L($-2”-2;gl). Thus, 
(33) F(C;~;H+V)=N(O;A~-E+V~+T,,~ 
- (A/x - E - v); L2(Rd; CF)) + O(1) 
= .N(O; v + V1 + Ts,c; L,(Rd; W)) + O(l), 
where T3,c E L(I+!I-~+~;~~). 
(23) and (33) give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. - Let V satisfy (13) with f(X) = (X)-m,m > 0,~ = 1, and let 
E E (Ak-I,&). 
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Then there exist Cl > 0 and T,, T2 E L(I/-~“‘-~: gI) such that as I/ 4 ~0, 
(34) -Cl + A&u: V1 + T,; L,(R”; W)) 
I N((E, h/y - Y); H + V) 
5 Cl + A&-v; V1 + Tz; L,(R”; CPA))> 
where the symbol vu1 of 
V1 = (J”)*UVU*J’” E L(lltprn;gl) @ EndCY” 
is calculated in Theorem 2.1. 
REMARK 3.1. - The statement of Theorem 3.2 is valid if k = 1, too. 
REMARK 3.2. - V1 depends on a choice of a basis {IQ}, but a change of this basis 
results in a replacement of 1/r by a unitarily equivalent operator; hence, the functions in 
(34) are independent of this choice. 
3.4. 
Similarly we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.3. - Let V satisfy (13) with f(X) = (X)-m,vh > 0,~ = 1, and let 
E E (L&J. 
Then there exist 6’1 > 0 and Tl, Tz E L($-2m-2; 91) such that as u --+ +O, 
(35) -Cl + n/(-u; -I” + T,; L,(R”; C”“-‘)) 
L N((L-1 + u, E); H + V) 
5 Cl + N(-u; -V1 + T2; L2(R”; C”“-I)), 
where the symbol v1 of 
V1 = (J”-l)*UVU*Jk-l E L(p!-“;gl) @ EndC+’ 
is calculated in Theorem 2.1. 
3.5. 
Formulas (34), (35) and Theorem 2.1 together with the results for pdo in Rd 
(see Theorems 1.9-1.13) provide asymptotic formulas for N((Ak-l + V, E); H + V), 
N( (E, AI, - v); H + V); the “error terms” Tj spoil neither sharp remainder estimates nor 
second terms of asymptotics provided they are available for the corresponding pdo in Rd. 
Here is an example. Let V admit an asymptotic expansion 
(36) V(x) = V-,(z) + V-,,-,(2) + . . ’ ) 
where Vj is positively homogeneous of degree j(= -m, -m - 1, . .) and V-, is negative, 
and consider N( (E, AI, - v); H + V). Theorem 2.1 and (36) yield for the Weyl symbol 
of --1/l in Theorem 3.2 an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(37) v’,(X) + v’,-l(X) + dTrL-2(x) + . . . > 
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where w!,(z,<) = -V-,(-t, z). H ence, the Weyl symbols of -V1 - T1, -V1 - TZ admit 
asymptotic expansion of the form 
(38) w’,(X) + w’,-l(X) + d,-2(X) + Gq, 
where 5 depends on Tj and admits estimates 
w p%(X)l 5 Ca(X)-2m-2-‘a’, v a. 
We see that -U1 - TI and -V1 - T2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.13 - 
it suffices to substitute ul, z)jl, V for a, aj, zi in (6) and (7) to obtain condition (38) 
and (39) -. By making the same substitutions in (8)-(lo), we obtain asymptotic formulas 
for N((t-‘, +co); -V1 - T,), s = 1,2&e same for TI and T2. Hence, the same formula 
holds for N((E, Ilk - t-l); H + V), as t + +oo. 
Thus, we have arrived at the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. - Let V satisfy (36) with V-, negative, and let E E (I’I~-~,&). 
Then a) as u -+ +O, 
(40) N((E,Ak - Y); H + V) 
= (2744 c meas{X E R” ) 1x1 > 1, Xj(X) < V-‘} + O(V-‘(~-‘)‘~), 
l%IPk 
where Xj are the eigenvalues of b, + b,-1; 
b) if the Hamiltonian flows associated with Xj sati@ certain non-periodic@ condition 
sf PI, WI, U71 then 
(41) N((E, Ar, - Y); H + V) 
= (27rpd c meas{X E R” 1 1x1 2 1, Xj(X) < F’} 
lIjIi4 
+ cl(b,, b,el, bm-2)z+(d-1)‘m + o(~-~(~-‘@), 
where b,, bmPl, b,-z are determined by (38) and (8) as explained above. 
Note that the principal term of the asymptotics in (40) and (41) is of order y-ldjrn. 
4. Asymptotics of N-(t; H - E; V). V positive 
4.1. 
In this Section we assume that (1 l)-( 13) hold with f = V and m > 0. A variant of the 
Birman-Swinger principle (see e.g. [l], [lo]) gives 
(42) N,(t; H - E; V) = N(0; I =F tV112(H - E)-‘V1’2). 
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By applying Lemmas I. 1, 1.2 and 1.3, we obtain 
(43) N,(t; H - E; V) = ni(0: J q= tV”2(H - E)-lVl”; S(Rn)) 
= N-(0; 17-l 7 t(H - E)-‘; S(RJL)). 
Set PI = Pc.--,~, (II),& = I - Pt,Lj = P,(S(R’“)). Lemma 1.4 and (43) give 
(44) AL(t; H - E; V) > N(0; If,-’ + tPl(H - E)-‘; C,), 
where VIP’ = PIV-l : Cl + Cl. 
To obtain an upper bound, note that [PI, V-‘1 E L(fK-P; g), where g, K are the 
same as in Sections 2,3, therefore the composition theorem gives V112Kp[Plr V-1]V1/2 
E L( 1; g), and due to the La-boundedness theorem 
(45) @‘~V-1P2u,~u)) < C 11 V-1’2KP~1 1111 V-1’2u2 II 
5 $+u2,u2) + C,(V-1K2P~1,~l), 
for any t > 0; as in Section 3, uJ = Pju. Therefore, 
((V-l + t(H - E)-‘)u> u) 
2 ((V-‘(1 - t) + t(H - E)-‘P2)u2, u2) 
+ ((VI-’ - C,P1V-1K-2”Pl + t(H - E)-l)ul,u,). 
Lemmas 1.5 and 1.3 give for any t > 0: 
N-(t; H - E; V) <N(O; V-‘(1 - t-) + t(H - E)-lP2; 4 
+ J\/(O; V;’ - C,f’lV-1K-2pJ’l + t(H - E)-lPl; Cl). 
Fix e E (0,l); then V-‘(1 - t) + t(H - E)-’ 2 0; hence the first term in the right-hand 
side is zero. Thus, there exists C such that 
(46) AL(t; H - E; V) < N(O; v,-’ - CPlV-1K-2pPl + t(H - E)-l;Ll). 
4.2. 
Set /L = Cjck yj, and let (7~~)~~~ be a part of the orthonormal basis constructed in 
Subsection 2.2. Then this is a basis in RanPc_,,Ej(%$, and a map J : L2(Rd; CY) + 
U(LI), defined by 
is an isometry. Clearly, 
V,l := .J*UVl-lU* J = ,J*UV-lIJ*.J, 
v;l,-Q := J*UV,-1K-2PU*J = ,J*UV-1K-2pU*J, 
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and applying Theorem 2.1 to V-l and V-1K-2p, we obtain 
vyl E L(V’;gJ, v,1>-2f E L(v-‘~-2~;gp), 
where g,,,$ are the same as in section 2, and ?(x,<) = V(-<,z). Theorem 2.1 also 
provides a formula for the matrix elements of the symbol of V,‘. 
Set 
IL (E - X)” = [(E - Ajpjl]j,+1 
and denote by ‘H(V; E; C) the closure of an operator 
(E _ ~)~/~(v;l - C)I;‘,-~~)(E - 7j)1/2 : S(Rd; Cp) + L,(Rd; Cp) 
(the latter is essentially self-adjoint, being globally hypoelliptic). 
We see that (44) and (46) give the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. - Let (ll)-(13) hold with f = V,m > 0. 
Then there exists C > 0 such that 
(47) N(t; %(I’; E; 0)) < N-(t; H - E; V) i N(t; %(V; E; C)). 
Results for pdo of in R”, of positive order, similar to those in Subsection 1.3 allows one 
to deduce from (47) asymptotic formulas with remainder estimates sharp ones included but 
we cannot obtain the next term of the asymptotics because of an error term V,11-2” in (47). 
The simplest corollary of Theorems 4.1, 2.1 and of an analogue of Theorem 1.9 for 
pdo of positive order is as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.2. - Let V satisfy (ll)-(13) with f = V, m > 0, p E (0, 11, let there exist 
a cone M and c, C > 0 such that 
(48) VW 2 c(Wrn, VX E M, 1x1 > C, 
and let 
Fyt; V) := (27qd 2 meas{X 1 1 < t(E - Aj)-lV(X)} 
j=l 
sat@ a Tauberian condition: 
for any E > 0 there is EI > 0 such that 
(49) F(t f tl-‘; V) = qt; V)(l + o(t-Q)). 
Then there is E > 0 such that 
(50) N-(t; H - E; V) = F(t; V)(l + O(t-‘)). 
Note that the principal term in (50) is of order tnjm, due to (48). 
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The remainder estimate in (50) is not specified; here is an example of a sharp remainder 
estimate which follows from Theorems 4.1 and 1.12. 
Let V 2 0 admit an asymptotic expansion 
(51) V(X) = V-,(X) + V-,-l(X) + . . ’ 1 
where Vj E C” (R” \ 0) is positively homogeneous ‘of degree j( = -m, -m - 1, . . .) 
and V-, is positive. Theorem 2.1 and (51) give for the Weyl symbols of V;’ and 
V,l,-zP asymptotic expansions of the form 
w,, + w,-1 + . ‘. 
with the same wm(z,c)(= V-m(-[,~)-l) an d w,,- r - but with different w,-z, . . . Hence, 
Theorems 4.1 and 1.12 give the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.3. - LA V 1 0 satisfy (51), then as t --f +co, 
N-(t; H - E; V) = (27r-” 2 meas{X ] IX] > 1, Xj(X) < t} + O(t(“-l)‘m), 
j=l 
where Xj are eigenvalues of w, + w,-1. 
5. Asymptotics of N- (t; H - E; V). V non-negative 
5.1. 
Now we suppose that V >_ 0 satisfies the condition 
(52) pv(X)l 5 Car(X)-m--ln’p, v a, 
where p E (0, l] and m > 0. 
Take p E CT(R) such that p(t) = 1 for ]k] < 1, p(t) = 0 for ]t( > 2, fix v E (O,p/3), 
and for C > 0, set 
/k,v(X) = PPV) w m+vC-l), k-,(-q = 1 - bC,YV), 
pc,*v = fic,*“(cL&-” + &,vP2 
Then 
(53) &” + L&-v = 1 
and 
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uniformly in C. Take Ca < mina(H) and e E (v; p - v/2), and set Qe = K-(“f”)/2 
(II +CO)-~K-(“+“)/~. Since (H + Cc,-’ E L(q-‘;g), we have QF E L(q-lK-“-‘;g) 
(see [3]), and due to (54) 
(55) Qe&,*u = ~c,~vQew,~v + C-‘c,w 
where Tc,~,~ E L(q-lK-“-‘+“-p;g), uniformly in C > 0. Similarly, 
(56) (II - E)-l/i2 c,%v = PC,&~ - E)-‘PC+ + C-1{~2c,vT~,c,~,v~2c,v + T-m,c,v}, 
where Tl,~.E,V E L(q-‘KVpp; g), and T-m,~,v E L(qeNKpN;g) for all N. 
On ~upp~~c,~, V112 < (2C)1’2K-(“+“)‘2, therefore - 
WI C-l I (~2~,v(Vl’~T~,c,F,vVl’~ + %4,&2c,v~, 4 ( I C-“2 (T2,c,+: u), 
where T~,c,~,~ E L(q-lKw;g),w = -(m + .~)/a - m/2 + v - p = -m + v/2 - p, 
uniformly in C. 
For u E L2(Rn), set UC,*,, = ~LZC,~~U. It follows from (53)-(57) that 
(58) ((I + tW2(II - Is)-W2)u, u) 
> c ((I + t(V1’2(H - E)-1V1’2 - QF)~C,j, uc,,+) 
j=,,-V 
+ t((Qe - C-1’2T~,c,~,v)u, 4, 
where T3,~,v,E E L(q-‘K-“-‘; g). 
Due to our choice of v and E, we have 
Q, --c-1’2Ts,c,e,v = K-(“+“)‘2(H+CO)-1/2(I-C-1/2T4,C,F,V)(H+CO)-1/2K-(~~~)/2, 
where T~,c+ E L( 1; g) uniformly in C > 0 and hence is uniformly bounded as an operator 
in &(R”). Therefore, for C sufficiently large, the last term in (58) is non-negative and 
may be dropped. 
Lemmas 1.5 and 1.3 together with (58) yield 
(59) N-(t; H - E; V) 5 c n/(0; I + t(V112(N - E)-1V1’2 - Q& ,&), 
j=v,-V 
where &,j = {,uzc,+ ( u E L2(Rn)}. 
On SUPPCL~C,~, V I Ci K-“-“, therefore 
ni(0; I + t(V”2(H - E)-1V1’2 - Q&&J 
5 N(O; I - &t(K- (m+““21’l(E - H)-1K-(“+“)‘2 + QE); L2(R”)). 
A modification of the proof of Theorem 4.1 gives an estimate 
n/(0; I - CltK-( m+v)/2pl(& H)-9.-b++; L,(R”)) 
I Cdmeas{X E R” 1 ]Xlm+” 5 C5t} 5 C6tn’(m+v), 
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and [S], [19] - an estimate 
(61) N(0; I - CltQ,: L,(W)) 5 C5t’“‘(“‘+‘). 
By summing up (60) and (61) we obtain upper bounds for the “j = z/‘-term in (59). To 
estimate the second term, note that on supp~~c,-~, V(X) is equal to 
vc,-v(X) = waw-,(x) + pc.z$q(X)-m-U, 
therefore 
.N(O; I + t(V112(H - E)-%@ - Qe); ,C,,-,) 
< N(0; I + t(V$#f - E)-lV;i-“y - QJ; L2(Rn)). 
Due to our choice of v and E, 
where Q1,E E L(K-“12; g) with w = t - v > 0, and Vc.-, admits an estimate 
p”vc,-L/(x)/ < CCYVC,-V(X)(X)(v--p)ln’. v a; 
hence we can rewrite the last inequality as 
N(O; I+ t(V112(H - E)-1V1’2 - QE); &+) 
I N(O; V&, + t((H - E)-’ - Q;,,(H - E)-lQ1,E);S(R”)), 
and obtain for the right-hand side the same formulas as in Theorem 4.1 but with 
I&,-, instead of V. If we impose conditions (48) and (49) on V, then Vi.-, will 
satisfy them as well, and Corollary 4.2 gives an asymptotic formula (50) with a remainder 
estimate (and the principal term of order t ,/,‘). Since V and V&, differ on a set which 
is a subset of {X E R” 1 (X)-‘+‘t 2 c}, where c > 0, and hence gives contribution 
of order tnl(m+“) ( see a formula for F( t; V) in Corollary 4.2), we obtain the same upper 
bound as in Corollary 4.2. 
To obtain a lower bound, consider 
N-(0; I + t(V;,‘:,(H - E)-lV’$:v + QE); L@“)). 
The arguments just used show that this function has the asymptotics which is to be proved 
for N-(t; H - E; V), but the arguments used to derive (59)-(61) show that: 
N(O; I + t(V;fJH - E)-‘V;j_2, + Qe); L2(R”)) 
5 A/(0; I + tV112(N - E)-1V1’2; LB(W)) + Cl@‘? 
for some Cl, w > 0, and a lower bound for N- (t; H - E; V) follows from Corollary 4.2. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 5.1. - Let V 1 0 satisfy (52), let there exist a cone M and c, C > 0 such that 
V(X) 2 c(Wrn, V X E M, 1x1 > C, 
and let 
qt; V) := (27p 2 meas{X ( 1 < t(E - Rj)-lV(X)} 
,j=l 
satisfy a Tauberian condition: 
for any E > 0 there is tl > 0 such that 
qt f PC; V) = qt; V)(l + O(iP)). 
Then there is t > 0 such that 
N-(t; H - E; V) = F(t; V)(l + O(F)). 
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